81% of millennials have donated money, goods or services

How can we make the most of

MILLENNIALS?

There is much talk of the millennial generation and
attracting the people of this generation to Rotary.
But before we look at how to bring these people to
Rotary we need to know who they are.
Millennial is an identity given to a broadly and
vaguely defined group of people. There are two wings
of “millennial” that are often at odds with each other:
Generation Y (people born between 1981-1991) and
Generation Z (born between 1991-2001). The common
ground between both generations is that both have
been transforming and altering communication and
identity.
Millennials are more racially diverse and more
inclusive than the generations that came before them.
According to the document Curalate - Marketing to
Millennials (2015), millennials are likely to support
and spread the word about causes they care about
and rally behind social issues. They also consider the
environment a major and pressing issue in today’s
society and are more likely to be pro-renewable energy
and sustainable development.

It’s in the story
Speaking at the Rotary District 9370 Conference
in November, Mike Saunders, CEO of DigitLab (a
company that helps local and international brands
and businesses win the hearts and minds of their
consumers through captivating digital experiences),
said that millennials want to know what our narrative is.
Millennials want to know what we are doing now!
We need to adjust the narrative of our Rotary
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clubs, how we discuss and portray ourselves to attract
younger people.
It makes sense. As Saunders said, millennials don’t
believe that we have time to achieve the massive,
long-term goals. “They are jaded. They have grown up
watching growth and falls/crashes.” They have lived
through huge booms and devastating lows. From the
ozone layer crisis in the 80s and 90s to global warming,
climate change, the extinction of species, mass
pollution, wars, financial crises, famine and disaster,
millennials have grown up in a world that could end at
any moment.

Trust
Millennials are often seen as more sceptical
compared to other generations. According to the Bank
of America’s Generation Next: Millennial Primer (2015),
only 19 percent of millennials believe that, generally
speaking, people can be trusted. This is why millennials
are more likely to engage in ‘self-education’, using
online tools to do thorough research into subjects of
their choice.
We know that over the years Rotary has proved itself
to be a brand or organisation that can be and is trusted.
Rotary is reputable and an organisation of integrity. But
don’t bother telling this to a millennial - show them!
According to The Customer of the Future, a
document released BCX, one of Africa’s leading
premier ICT solutions and service providers, millennials
are less likely to trust a brand on face value or consider
advertising a trusted source of information. Their choices

are influenced by different factors when
compared to older generations. The
KPMG Consumer Currents - Millennial
Mystery (2015) found that only one
percent of millennials are particularly
influenced by advertising, while as
much as a third of them will consult a
blog or online review before making a
purchase or pledging support.

How does this apply to Rotary?
We need to tell our Rotary stories
correctly, spend less time listing donors,
donations, awards, contributions and
photographing big cheques and dinner
guests. This may have impressed the
other generations but will not impress
millennials.
You must tell stories about the people
you help. Instead of listing donors, invite
representatives to visit a project site. Tell
people how Mrs X of ABC Inc delivered
toys and books to orphaned children
or how Mr Y of XYZ filled the villagers’
buckets with clean water from the well
his company helped fund.
Tell those stories and share those
photos and you will get the attention of
the millennial. We can’t afford to boost
the egos of ourselves or our fellow
Rotarians, our interaction in the media and online
needs to focus on the projects, the beneficiaries and
the outcomes.
If you start rattling on about long-term achievements,
you may see a millennial whip out a smart phone or
leave. They don’t like to waste time so we have to get our
narrative right, from the first moment. Rather tell them
what you are doing now, how you are helping people
now then describe how these short-term achievements
will create long-term sustainability. Base your story on
fact and check your facts, because I can promise you,

75% see themselves as authentic and
are not willing to compromise their
family and personal values
a millennial will!
Let’s take polio eradication. Don’t tell a millennial we
need to fundraise to support PolioPlus so that in, for
example, 10 years’ time there will be no polio. Rather
tell them about how these funds will be used this year.
Tell them about the national immunisation days. Tell
them, they can volunteer to travel and help immunise
children. Tell them that a few drops on a child’s tongue
today, will save them from suffering, disfigurement or
death. Then tell them that if we keep this up for the next
however many years, we can and will end polio forever.
Now that’s a story I can get behind!

61%

of millennials
worry about
the state of
the world and
feel personally
responsible to
make a difference
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